How can Latin American Jews rethink the global perspective of Klal Yisrael from the local, and grasp the transnational dimension of their Jewish communities across national boundaries? Living in the far South American periphery of the world, how can they reassess the center, and cope with its post-modern dilemmas from societies that have not yet completed their modernity process? In a dominant multicultural outlook of the Western world, how can Jews living in mixed and mestizo cultures rethink new cultural expressions of the Jewish world from a Klal Yisrael perspective?
permeated all the internal institutional nation-building process, especially on such issues as citizenship and membership.
Since the post World War II era, the international links between U.S. government agencies and Argentina have increased. Together with the search for policy options in the international arena, Southern Cone countries have gained a variety of new transnational relations throughout the various stages of global distribution of power, from the multi-polar imperial state to the bi-polar Cold War stage, and presently to the uni-polar contemporary stage.
Historically, the Latin American path of becoming distinctively modern developed hand in hand with unequal patterns of underdevelopment, systemic political instability, strong nationalism against European superpowers and resisting US hegemonic penetration. Nonetheless, rulers of the area adopted the ideas for completing modernization and policies emanating from the Western model. Due to the particular modes of insertion into the global system and confi guration of public spheres during the paths to a peripheral modernization, many of the unfulfi lled expectations led to an increased sense of disappointment, disenchantment and lack of accomplishment. Yet such peripheral modernity-seen through the lenses of dependency, unequal terms of international exchange, and feeble democracies-did not prevent the people from experiencing the transnational dimension of becoming modern at the frontiers.
Rethinking Klal Yisrael in a Latin American post-modernity frame demands, fi rst and formostly, a reassessment of the meta-narrative of center-Diaspora relations. This reassessment is important precisely because in a peripheral continent, people today tend to dispute the notion of Western modern narratives that underlie the theores of universalism, unity and homogeneity around one center. The modernist belief in a world people entity is now widely discredited in Latin America where the effects of the modernity project proved to be disappointing. For historical reasons, José Joaquín Brunner suggests that Latin America has experienced a sort of regional postmodernism avant la lettre (Brunner, 1987: 33) .
This has several related dimension. There is the coexistence in Latin America of different levels of socioeconomic development, cultural hybridity and the dispersed and heterogeneous nature of multiple identities now so potent in the era of globalization. There is no longer any supposedly fi xed centre, and no global answer-only partial truths in a periphery where the decline of meta-narratives of development,
